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Before Mr. Justice Stephen and Mr. Justice Vincent.

1909 ULFAT HOSSAIN
m '^18.

GAYANI DASS.*

Merger—Mokarari interest—Merger of ■m.oharari interest in superior landlord’s 
interest—Transfer of Property Act [IV of 1S82) as. 2 cl, (c), (d) ; 111 cl. (d).

The original owner of a share in a certain m ouza  granted a mokarari of it 
to her grandsan, W ., conditional on tier daughter, F., enjoying the \isufruct 
of the OTofcarari for life, and subsequently she sold to her daughter her pro
prietary interest in the share. Prior to the sale of the proprietary interest, 
but Rubsaquont to the grant of the mokarari and the usufruct, the original 
owner and the mokararidar mortgaged their interest to K. On the 17th Sep
tember 1892, the defendant purchased the mokararidar's interest in the share 
subject to the mortgage. On the 7th October 1898, E. obtained a decree in 
a suit brought on his mortgage against F., W. and the defendant, and finally 
became the purchaser of the proprietary and the mokarari interest of the 
share at an auction sale. The defendant, however, failed to exercise his right 
of redemption. In consequence of default made in paymerit of the re.venue, 
R .’s interest in the property was sold on the 25th April 1899 under the Rev
enue Sale Law, and was purchased by D. A further default having been 
made by D., the latter’s interest in the property was sold'and the plaintig 
purchased the same. The plaintiff, thereupon, brought a suit for khcts posses
sion and mesne profits against the defendant who claimed the mokarari 
interest under his purchase from W. subject to the B .’s mortgage ;—

Held, that the mokarari merged in the proprietary rights in the hands of
B., and that the case,was governed by the Transfer of Property Act, s. I l l  (d).

Raja Kishendatt Ram v. Raja Mumtaz Ali Khan(\) and Surja Narain 
Mandal v. Nanda Lai Sinha (3j followed.

Jibanti Nath Khan v. Ookool Chunder Ghowdry (S) and Promoiho Nath 
Mitter v. Kali Prasanna Ohowdhry (4) discussed.

Sec o n d  A p p e a l  by Ulfat Hossain, the plaintiff.
The facts are briefly as follows
Musammat Razihan was the original owner of a share

* Appeal from Appellate Decree, No. 1323 of 1907, against the decree of 
H. W. C. Camdufi, District Judge of Patna, dated May 9, 1907, confirming 
the decree of Tarak Chander Dass, Subordinate Judge of Patna, dated March 
30, 1906.

(1) (1879) I, L. R. 5 Calc. 198. (3) (1891) I. L. B. 19 Calc. 760-
(2) (1906) I. L. R. 33 Calc. 1212. (4) (1901) I. L. R. 28 Calc. 744.
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in a certain mourn. On the 9th November 1875, she granted 
a mokarari of it to her grandson, Waizuddin, with a condition 
that her daughter, Fazilan, should enjoy the usufruct of the 
mokarari for her life, and subsequently on the 28th September 
1898, she sold her proprietary interest to Fazilan.

On the 22nd September 1884, both the proprietary interest 
and the mokarari were mortgaged by Musammat Razihan 
and Waizuddin to Rai Radlia Kissen Bahadur.

On the 17th September 1892, the defendant, Gayani Dass, 
purchased the mokarari interest of Waizuddin.

On the 7th October 1898, Radha Kissen obtained a decree 
in a suit brought on his mortgage against Fazilan, Waizuddin 
and the defendant, and on the 15th April 1899 this decree was 
made absolute. Subsequently on the 16th August 1899, Radha 
Kissen became the purchaser at the auction-sale held in exe
cution of the mortgage decree and obtained a sale certificate 
on the 15th September 1899. The defendant, however, failed 
to exercise his right of redemption.

After the mortgage decree of Badha Kissen and before 
his purchase, viz., on the 25th April 1899, his interest in the 
property was sold under the Revenue Sale Law in conse
quence of default made in payment of the revenue and was 
purchased by one Dharam Singh. A further default was 
subsequently made by Dharam Singh and the latter’s interest 
in the property was put up to sale under the Revenue Sale 
Law. On the 4th January 1900, the plaintiff purchased the 
same.

On the 12th February 1903, Radha Kissen obtained an 
ex parte decree against Dharam Singh and the other former 
proprietors of the share in suit, and on the 6th May 1905 he 
received from the Collector the surplus sale-proceeds of the 
plaintiff’s purchase on the basis of the ex parte decree.

The plaintiff brought this suit for recovery of khas posses
sion with mesne profits of the share in suit from the defend
ant and for ousting the latter from the same. Both the 
Original Court and the lower Appellate Court dismissed the 
suit. The plaintiff thereupon appealed to the High Court.
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i009 J/owruz- Shamsid Hvda, for the appeiiaiit. The molcamri
JIfat interest had merged in the superior interest in consequence of 

Hossain purchase by the mortgagee, PtadbaKissen, at the auctioii-
Gayani sale of both the proprietary and the mohirari interests of the 

mortgagors of the two interests and tiie plaintiff is the purchaser 
of these mterests soid at a Revenue Sale. I rely on sec
tion 111 (d) of the Transfer of Property Act and Baja Kishendait 
Ram v.liaja Mnmtaz AH Khan ( 1 ) Siirja Narain Mamlal y. 
Xanda LalSinha (2). The cage of Jilarni Kaih Khart v. Golool 
Chunder Choivdry (3) is decided irrespective of the Transfer of 
Property A c t : PromotJio Nath Hitter v. Kali Prasafma Cliow- 
dhry {4c) and Prosmina Nath Roy v. Jogui Chunder Pmidit (5). 
With respect to the etxuitable doctrine of merger, I submit, 
it applies, independent of the Transfer of Fropertj" Act, to the 
iiiofussii, though its apphcation was questioned in the case of 
Wornesh Chunder Gooffo v. Baja Narain Boy (6).

Dr. Rashhehary Ghose {Bahu Dujamlar Chaitirjce with 
him), for the respondent. There is no merger in this case, 
and the question is concluded in Jihmiti Nath Khan v. Gokool 
Chunder Chou'dry (3), which is directly in my favour. The 
moharari lease in suit ŵ as created before ihe Transfer of Pro
perty Act was passed and, therefore, section 111 (d) is in
applicable. InSurja Narain Mandal v. Nanda Lai Sinha{2)^ 
the Court merely expresses an opinion. The doctrine set out 
by the Judicial Committee in Baja Kishendatt Bam v. Baja 
Mumiaz Ali Khan [I] is not founded on the doctrine of merger, 
but on another doctrine which will be found at page 210 
of the report. The case of PromotJio Nath Mitter v. Kali 
Prqsanna Choivdliry (4) is distinguishable. I rely on Foa’s 
Landlord and Tenant, 4th edition, page 646.

Moulvi Shamsul Hudu, in reply. 
Gut. adv. vuU. 

S te p h e n  V in c e n t  JJ. This is a suit brought for 
a declaration that the plaintiff as purchaser at a Government

(1) (1879) I. L. R. 5 Calc. 198. (4) (1901) I. L. B. 28 Gale. 744.
(2) (1906) L L. B. 33 Calc. 1212. {&] (1818) 3 C. L. B. 159.
(3) (1891) I. L. B. 19 Calc. 760 (8) (1868) 10 W . B. 15, 17.
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Revenue Sale is the proprietor of a 2 annas 5 gundas and odd  ̂1909 
share in a certain mouza and for possession thereof. Ui.rAT

The facts, as far as they are material to the questions we Hoŝ sain 
have to decide, are as follows. The share in question origin- 
ally belonged to one Musammat Razihan. In 1875, she 
created a mokarari of which her daughter Musammat Fazilan 
w'as tenant for life with a remainder to her son Waizuddin.
In 1878, she transferred the proprietary interest to Musammat 
Fazilan. In 1884, Fazilan and Waizuddin mortgaged the 
share to Rai Radha Kissen Bahadur, In 1892, Mohanth 
Gayani Dass, the present defendant-respondent, purchased 
the interest of Waizuddin, that is his equity of redemption 
in the mokarari. On the 15th of AprU 1899, Rai Radha Kissen 
got a decree absolute in a mortgage suit.ni which Waizuddin,
Fazilan, and Gayani Dass, among others, were defendants, 
and became purchaser at the auction sale held in pursuance 
thereof, the sale certificate being dated 15th of September 
in the same year. Before this sale, however, the proprietary 
interest in the share in suit had been brought to sale at a 
Revenue Sale on the 25th April 1899, and-had been bought 
by one Dharam Singh. In 1900, there was another Revenue 
Sale and the plaintiff-appellant was the purchaser. Against 
his claim for possession, the defendant sets up the mokarari 
which he alleged is still in existence and which the plaintiflf 
did not acquire by his purchase, which was subject to it as 
being a prior encumbrance. The lower Appellate Court has 
held that this contention must prevail, because the mokarari 
was in existence at the time of the second Revenue Sale.
As he rightly says, the case turns on a question of merger, 
and we must see whether merger has or has not in fact oc
curred.

It is not suggested that the sale to Dharam Singh can effect 
the case, and it is not denied that the effect of the sale to Rai 
Radha Kissen in the mortga:ge suit was to vest in him the 
life estate of Musammat Fazilan, the reversionary interest 
of Waizuddin in the mokarari, and also the proprietary in
terest of Razihan in the share in question.
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In. the first place, the appellant contends that the case is 
governed by the Transfer of Property Act, seotion 111 {d) in 
which case it is not denied that the mokarari merged in the 
proprietary interest as soon as both came into Rai Radlia 
Kissen’s hands. The respondent argues, however, that section
2 (c) of that Act prevents the application of section 111 (d). 
Were it not for paragraph (d) of section 2, we should be inclined 
to hold that section only saved the effect of the repeals that 
it enacts in the cases specified ; and that the word “ herein ” 
meant “ in this section ” and not “ in this Act.” Without, 
however, considering this view, which seems to be con
trary to that of Banerjee J. in Promotho Nath Mitier v. Kali 
Prasanna CJiowihry (1), we do not see how to apply clause (c) 
to the present case in the way that recommended itself to the 
lower Appellate Court. The section enacts that nothing 
“ herein {i.e., in the Act if we take it so) contained shall be 
deemed to efiect any right or habihty arising out of a legal 
relation constituted before this Act came into force.” The 
right or liability which the respondent desires to set up is the 
right of the original mohararidar, Waizuddin, to hold his ynolca- 
rari unaffected by section 111 (d) of the Act if the mokarari 
and the parent estate both came into his hands, and this right, 
he contends, must be passed on to Rai Radha Kissen, the 
purchaser of the mokarari. This is, in our opinion, an in
correct view. The right in this case to which clause (c) must 
apply, if it applies at all, is the right of Radha Kissen to the 
same effect, and it was constituted by his legal relation to the 
defendants in the mortgage suit at the lime of the mortgage- 
sale, which took place after the passing of the Transfer of 
Property Act. We hold, therefore, that there is nothing to 
prevent section 111 (cJ) of the Act from applying and that a 
merger hag taken place.

Even supposing that the case is taken out of the scope of 
section 111 {d), we are unable to agree with the decision of the 
lower Appellate Court. In Surja Narain Mandal v. Nanda 
Lai 8inha (2), the decision in Raja Kishendatt Ram v.
(1) (1901) I. L. R. 28 Calc. 744, 750. (2) (1906) I. L. B. 38 Calc. 1212, 1217.
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Raja Mumtaz Ali Khan (1) is treated, as an authority for the 
proposition that apart from the effect of the Transfer of Pro
perty Act a mokarari interest would merge in a superior 
tenure. It is true that in Jibanti Nath Khan v. Gohool 
Ghunder Chowdry (2) and in Promoiko Nath Mitter v. Kali 
Prasanna GhowdJiry (3), a different opinion may seem to have 
been expressed, but in the earher of these cases the owners 
of the zemindari interest elected to treat a putni interest they 
had acquired in their own zemindari as subsisting, and both 
cases were decided without reference to the case of Raja 
Kishendutt Bam y. Raja Mumtaz Ali Khan (1). It is true, 
as has been argued before us, that that case was decided on 
the respective rights of a mortgagor and mortgagee, but the 
fact that the brits merged in the talukdars’ interest is an essen
tial portion of the grounds for the decision arrived at. Con
sidering the authority of this case and the view that has been 
taken of its apphcation in Surja Narain Mandal v. Nanda 
Lai Sinha (4) we consider that we must treat the mokarari 
has having merged in Rai Radha Kissen’s superior interest. 
It has been attempted to show that Rai Radha Kissen treated 
the mokarari interest as subsisting after his purchase, and 
that it would have been to his interest to do so ; because in 
the event of a Revenue Sale of the share it would not have 
been affected. There is no direct evidence that he did so 
treat it, and the argument that he must be taken to have
d.one so to protect himself against a Revenue Sale seems to be 
amply met by the fact that a Revenue Sale-took place within 
a year of his purchase, and yet he has in his statement of claim 
expressly disclaimed any right to take advantage of the 
mokarari.

We, therefore, hold that the mokarari merged in the 
proprietary rights in the hands of Rai Radha Kissen. The 
appellant is, therefore, entitled to judgment and to his costs 
in this Court and both the Courts below.
O. M. Appeal allowed.
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(1) (1879) I. L. R. 5 Calc. 198.
(2) (1891) I. L. B. 19 Calc. 760.

(3) (1901) I. L. R . 28 Calc. 744.
(4) (1906) I. L R. 33 Calc. 1212.


